Tracing its roots back to 2007, Desktop-As-A-Service (DaaS) is a fairly straightforward concept – a suite
of hosted virtual machines running a desktop operating system in a data center that provides remote
access to that system. Once envisioned as an alternative to building your own virtual desktop
infrastructure (VDI), DaaS has since taken on a life of its own, offering a cost-effective and easy way
from small and mid-sized businesses to virtualize their desktop environment.

But before putting DaaS to work for your business, there are a few things that
should be considered.
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What Exactly is DaaS?

To put it simply, DaaS is a way to use the cloud to create a virtual desktop environment.
As opposed to VDIs, which rely on an internal data center to run, the backup, security, updates, and
back-end data storage that DaaS relies on are managed by the service provider. Instead of needing
experienced internal IT personnel to keep the virtual environment up and running, businesses can
outsource the creation and maintenance of their environment to an experienced provider – taking
advantage of the technology with significantly less stress, and lower costs.
Administrators can manage remote desktops from a central console, and leave the responsibility for
networking, storage, and optimization in the hands of an MSP (Managed Service Provider).
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What Is The Driving Force Behind
Widespread DaaS Adoption?

As cloud computing continues to grow in popularity for businesses of all sizes, services like DaaS are
continuing to become more popular as well. Businesses are constantly in search of ways to boost
productivity, efficiency, and mobility, and solutions like DaaS allow them to do just that.
But while the need for increased mobility and flexibility is a key factor, it's hardly the only one. There are
several factors and benefits that make DaaS a solid choice, including:
• BYOD (bring your own device) and changing workforce demands
• Windows upgrades and migration
• Enterprise integration
• IT security
• IT budget constraints
Because DaaS is powered by the cloud, it's accessible from anywhere, at any time, on any device. This
freedom alone is a huge draw for businesses with an increasingly mobile workforce. The option to work on
the go with the same ease and convenience as working from the office is quickly becoming a necessity, not
a luxury.
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As current IT infrastructures age, businesses are
looking towards DaaS as an alternative to
traditional PCs. Both logistically and financially, it
just makes more sense. Some users still need
access to a host of powerful applications and a
lot of storage, while others only need the basics,
like a word processor, an email client, and a web
browser.
DaaS can accommodate both.
The goal with DaaS is to avoid the costs
associated with maintaining and upgrading
expensive onsite hardware, and lowering the
upfront capital your business needs to get your
infrastructure up and running without cutting
corners. As with many managed services, DaaS is
simply an easier and cheaper way of meeting IT
requirements.
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What Makes DaaS
So Different From VDI?

Spotting the real differences between DaaS and VDI isn't always easy for businesses looking to
adopt a virtual solution.
On the surface, they both seem to perform the exact same function. On closer inspection, what really sets
the two apart is the concerns they raise. For VDI, it's cost, complexity, and management requirements. For
DaaS, it's security, licensing, data control, and bandwidth.
Licensing is often the biggest concern for business owners. As Microsoft doesn't offer a Service Provider
License Agreement for desktop OS, licensing for a DaaS environment can sometimes be a challenge.
Service providers have found workarounds for this issues, such as using Windows Server 2008 R2 instead
of Windows 7. The downside to this solution is that it puts limitations of the level of user personalization
that can be done.
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The biggest obstacle most businesses will need to
overcome however, is learning to trust their service
provider. On top of having to place the safety and
security of your important data in their hands, you also
need to feel that you can count on your provider to
maintain your virtual environment and the hardware that
powers it. Add to that the general anxieties most
businesses have about the cloud, and that trust can be
hard to muster up.
Other factors that need to be taken into account
when deciding on DaaS include:
• Addressing how your team will access local
resources. DaaS requires all remote users to access
file shares through a VPN
• DaaS is limited by the provider's framework, and
lacks the flexibility of a VDI environment. This limits
the customizability of DaaS
• DaaS doesn't automatically place all of the IT
responsibility on the provider. A conversation will
need to be had about how those remaining
responsibilities will divided up, and how best to
makes sure everything is handled properly
• The complexity of the environment your business
needs to create and maintain can sometimes make
DaaS a less effective option than VDI
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What Types Of Challenges
Does A Cloud Desktop Pose?

While the Microsoft licensing issues are problematic, they aren't the only issue you'll have to contend
with. Other challenges and concerns will include:
• The need to maintain uninterrupted access to the hosted desktop and critical data
• Having to hand over security to an outside source
• Without offline capabilities, hosted desktops can be vulnerable to outages
• Settling on a true cost of DaaS - while DaaS itself is generally a flat-rate service, addition services like a
VPN tunnel and bandwidth allotments can sometimes be considered add-ons. You'll need to talk to
your provider about what they consider part of a "bundle", and what they consider to be an add-on
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What Are The Main Questions
You'll Need Answers?

If you've done your due diligence, you should come to your service provider with a long list of questions
you should expect prompt and clear answers to. That lists should look something like this:
• Who manages the desktop image?
• Who provisions applications?
• Who provides Tier 1 support?
• Who handles updates?
• Who fixes desktops if they go down?
• What if you go out of business?
• How will you separate our desktops, storage and networks from your other customers?
• Does your SLA provide compensation for outages?
• How do ensure compliance with licensing and technical regulations?
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At the end of the day, deciding to make the jump to a virtual
environment is not an easy decision for a small or mid-sized
business to make. It's an overwhelming topic. Your service
provider should be more than happy to answer any questions
you have, address any concerns, and work with your business
to find a solution that best suits your business' needs.

Want to learn more about what DaaS can offer your business?
Contact us at info@L5Consulting.com or (888) 727-1994.

We're the IT professionals that businesses in the Bay Area trust.
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